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Ⅰ General Introduction of System 

STAR AMI Management System is developed by Shenzhen Star Instrument Co., Ltd for the 

service of advanced metering infrastructure of management software. Support Every Type of 

Single phase and Three phase keypad meters, including of amount settlement GPRS module 

keypad meter, PLC keypad meter, etc. The system is provided to the electricity company, vending 

office and vending agents, offering account opening, power vending, payment settlement, statistics 

analysis, remote control, report enquiry, analytic statistics and other functions. 

AMI（Advanced Metering Infrastructure）means high level metering infrastructure, also named 

advanced metering infrastructure. It is one type of automatic circulation structure between smart 

meter and the electricity company having IP address.  

Advanced metering infrastructure provides real time power consumption data for the electricity 

company. It allows customer to do wise choice for power consuming when using, which is the 

important part of intelligent network planning.  

 

Ⅱ Installation 

Star SMI Management System (Star System for short) mainly consists of management system 

software, installed computer, keypad energy meter, Secure Module, GPRS module, Concentrator 

HHU and voucher printer. 

 

 Management System Software: To be used by business offices and agents etc., offering 

account opening, power vending, payment settlement, data collect, remote control, report 

enquiry, analytic statistics and other functions. 

 Computer: Including database server, application server, monitor computer and client 

computer. According to the company capacity or requirement, it can be adjusted. The 

minimum quantity is one unit of computer for work. When only using one unit of computer, 

it is also used as database server, application server, monitor computer and client computer. 

 Keypad Energy Meter: Every type of single phase and three phase keypad prepayment 

meter produced by Star company, used to control and record power purchasing and 

consuming condition of power customers, adopting remote data transmission, data collection 

or numeral codes(Token code) entry mode to complete managing energy meter data. 

 Secure Module: PRISM-STS encryption hardware, used to realize hardware encryption 

device of TOKEN. Secure module is connected to mid layer application server for work. If 

power company has many mid layer application servers, then more secure module will be 

needed. 

 GPRS module: The module device of transmitting meter data by GPRS wireless network 

communication mode. The relation of GPRS module and meter is one to one. 

 Concentrator: Used to collect, transfer and transmit data reading unit of PLC meter. It is 
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generally one controlling of many meters. 

 HHU: Used to manual reading and meter setting handheld unit. It is generally used as 

additional mode of remote meter reading. 

 Voucher Printer: Used to print out the paper voucher to customers for purchasing power by 

business office or agent. 

 

Voucher printer is connected to every client computers of sales points. The computer is connected 

to mid layer application server through network. Secure module is connected to mid layer 

application server. Mid layer application server is connected to database server. 

Before using this power vending management system, please install related hardware and software 

environment in advance. 

 

1 Install hardware environment 

Please refer to the corresponding installation book of installing meter and concentrator.。 

1.1 Installation of secure module 

Connect secure module PRISM-STS to USB port of application server through data line. The 

system will prompt if searching driver program, please ignore it. 

Find “TSM2xx-USB-Serial-3rd-Party-Driver” in installation disk. Find the file 

“CP210XVCPINSTALL.exe”, and then double click it to start installation. 

In ‘Device Manager ‘of the computer,  it can be seen one new item of COM information “Silicon 

labs cp210x usb to uart bridge(COM X)” added in port(COM and LPT). Then it means secure 

module has been installed successfully. 

1.2 Installation of printer 

As per the installation method for common printer, connect printer and USB port or LPT of 

computer via a data wire(According to port type of printer). Connect power supply of printer and 

check if printing paper is installed normally. Open power supply switch of printer. After auto 

initialization of printer, install printer drive program according to the cue. 

 

2 Installation of Software Environment 

Operation System: WINDOWS XP SP2 and above versions. 

Database system: Access database system or MS SQL Server or SQLite. 
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3 Installation Management System 

STAR AMI management system is an application system of 3 layers framework, including of 

database service layer, application service layer and client application system. Thus the system 

installation is also divided into 3 steps: installation of database server, installation of mid-layer 

application server and installation of client application system 

Install related database in database server and install application server software in mid layer 

application server. Install client software in client of the computer.  

When adopting minimum computer(one) for the work, please install database, application server 

software and client software in the same computer at a time. 

To facilitate the instruction and certification test, we have already packed up the simple 

installation program, ready for installation of application server software and client software in the 

same computer at a time. 

Double click installation program Setup.exe and run the installation program. If system has no 

Microsoft .NET Framework 4, it will firstly install Microsoft .NET Framework 4. It will next 

automatically enter the installation interface of Power Vending Management System. You can 

execute default setting set by step according to system prompts. 

At the completion of installation, executable programs can be found in the ‘StarSoftware’ file 

under 【Start】/【Program】includes: 

 Star Server：Application server program 

 Star KMMS：Complete Program for Client 

 Star POS: simple client power purchasing program 

 Uninstall: Uninstall program 

 

4 Launch the System 

This part of content is used to guide for launching STAR AMI management system. 

Launching system is consist of launching application server and launching client program. 

 

4.1 Launch Application Server 

Starting desktop or program of Star Server application server in【Start】/【Program】menu. 

When client program is running, do not close or exit the interface, otherwise client program can 

not run. Operator Can click the minimize button top right corner of the form, so that the server 

program is minimized and in the lower right corner of the screen to leave a STAR a small icon.  
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Application server program icon is as above. The bottom in the icon are some options and buttons. 

 

a)  【System Skin】item is on the lower left quarter, click  to choose and change system skin.  

b)  The right side is【System Language】item for changing language of system. Currently it 

supports Chinese and English. If need, it can add more language support.  

c)  Click【Server Config】button to open server interface as following picture. 

 

 

Database Information can set connection parameter between mid layer application server and 
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database server. 

Communication Information can set communication port between mid layer application server and 

client program. 

After finishing parameter setting, click【Test Connection】button to test if connection is successful. 

Click 【OK】button to save it. 

 Database Type – Type of the database.Currently supporting MS SQL Server and SQLite. 

 Server IP – IP address of the database server 

 Database Name – Name or instance name of the database server 

 Port No.(Upper part): COM Number used by database server. 

 User ID – The user ID that currently logon the database 

 User Password: User password of connecting database. 

 Port No.(Bottom part): COM Number of mid layer application server and client program 

 Default Port: After clicking, the COM port of mid application server and client program will 

recover to default value of system. 

 

d) Back to Star Server icon and click 【SM Manager】button to open SM management interface. 

There are 3 function pages. 

【Load KMF File】page is as follows. This page can do KMF key information registration and 

save into the system. 

Key file is KMF file （*.kmf）and mainly used to identify different STS association members with 

different identification. This file is offered by KMC Key managing center under STS association. 

 

 

Click【Browse File】button and find KMF file with same ID with secure module to open it. The 

related information in the key will display as the list. Click 【Save】 button to save key 

information into the system.  

 SM ID：ID No. of Secure Module. Use to identify different SM. 

 SGC：Team No. of meter supplier 
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 Company Name：Name of meter supplier 

 KRN：Version No. 

 Key Type：The key of M type can generate power vending Token. But the key of E type can 

not generate it. 

 Current Key：Current using key. Using the mouse to do choice. 

 Old Key：Once used key 

 Del.：Click and choose【Save】button to delete specified key 

 

【Load KMF To SM】page as follows. this page can install the key into secure module.  

 

 

In the list, it can display all SM of this system(Some connecting to current application server and 

some connecting to other application server). Choose SM on the current application server and 

setup COM number. Click【Load KMF To SM】button to install key into the SM. 

 

【Credit SM】page as follows. This page is charging for SM. 
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SM is one security protection for power vending system, which can prevent unrestricted power 

vending.  

Firstly charge credit for SM. Then power vending points under the application server with SM can 

do power vending and generate Token. At the same time the balance value of SM（Balance 

Amount）will decreased according to power vending quantities. 

To make sure power vending fluently, SM needs enough balance amount. Hence it needs to charge 

enough credit for SM. 

The maximum value of SM amount should be less than 1,800,000kWh, the operator can charge as 

the requirement. 

Choose charged SM ID number（SM ID） and click【Get Balance Amount】button to enquire 

balance amount of SM. Choose Transfer Type and input Transfer Amount. Click 【Transfer】button 

to finish charging 

Different types of transfer, balance Amount after transfer is different. 

 Replace:balance Amount after transfer＝Transfer Amount 

 Add:balance amount after transfer＝balance Amount after transfer＋Transfer Amount 

 Decrease:balance amount after transfer＝balance Amount after transfer-Transfer Amount 

 

e)  Back to Star Server icon and click【Clear Message】button to clear operation information of 

interface item record. 

 

4.2 Launch Client Program 

In the condition of running application server program ‘Star Server’, start desktop, or run Star 
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KMMS of 【Start】/【Program】menu to run the full version of the vending management system. 

Same way to run Star POS to start simple client power vending program. The login icon of full 

version and simple version of the vending system is the same. 

 

The login interface is as above picture. Input the correct Operator Code and password to access 

the system.  

When firstly using this system, the system has not create the operator file. Default initial Operator 

Code is STAR and Password is star. Please change the password of the operator STAR to prevent 

the unauthenticated access. 

After login the system in the first time, please do set up all module under【Base Data】Menu and

【Common Data】Menu as well as creating operator file. The instruction is as follows. 

 

 

� Instruction to the Vending Management System 

This Introduction will elaborate on the use of the Full Version System.. For simple client vending 

program, please see appendix part. 

After login, the main icon of system is as following picture. 
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Operating interface mainly consists of 【Main Menu】, 【Toolbar】, 【Shortcut Operational Key】, 

【Data Information Page】and【Status Bar】. 

 【Main Menu】is in the upper part of the interface, containing all operating modules and 

identify according to the type. Click Menu Mark to see all shortcut button of every function 

module under this menu. Click shortcut button to open specified function module. 

 

 

 【Toolbar】is under the 【Main Menu】It is not displayed in normal time. When opening some 

function module, it will be displayed. 

 【Toolbar】is actually the integration of system common operation button. For example, new 

create, delete, save, and print ,etc.. Tool icon lightens up when in use and fades to grey when 

vacant. Name of the tool automatically displays when mouse on the icon. Illustrated as 

below: 

 
 

 【Data Page】is the data information window in the middle of the interface . For example, 

click 【System Setting】 button under 【Base Data】menu, it will prompt module window, 

which is 【Data Page】. 

 【Status Bar】in the lower part of the interface, used to display information of the system, 

operator and time information, etc. 
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In addition,  before instructing every module of system, there are still some points as follows. 

 

 In some module, if words in textbox is black, it means this textbox can be edited. If words in 

textbox is green, it means it is recommended from others and cannot be edited here.  

 

 

 In some module, some contents in textbox cannot be seen as following picture, it means this 

item is generated automatically by the system and no need to input by hand.  

 

 In some module, the inquiry button can be seen as the following picture. This means the item 

can be displayed and inquired exited data. Click inquiry button to entry the inquiry interface.  

 

 It is often seen in enquiry interface. The operation method is the same. Take one example as 

follows.   
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There are some parameter in the upper part of interface as following picture. Repeat click 

parameter name of some items, it can place current data in ascending or descending series 

 

 

If interface data is not easy to be chosen, it can enquire according to specified condition. 

The first list of parameter name is seen as enquiry condition by the default of system. Click other 

parameter to replace enquiry condition. For example, click【Customer Name】parameter name, it 

will be seen【Search By Customer Name】in the lower part. Input enquiry content and click【OK】

button. 

 

 

The default of system is exact enquiry. If need blur enquiry, please click lower item of 【Fuzzy 

Search】。 

 

1 Base Data 

When the system is initially used, the operator should do some definition for all module such as 

Base Data and Common Data. Input some parameter and data as electronic company requirement. 

When doing other function business operation, the system can exactly use these defined 

information. 

All modules in the menu are important data of power vending system. Initialization normally 

made by senior operator. When doing authority setting for Operator Role Maintenance module and 

Operator Maintenance module, it is suggested that other unauthorized operator should has no 

authority to access the configuration when registering. 
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1.1 System Parameter Setting 

 

System Parameter Setting is used to maintain the operation of system and some basic parameter. 

After definition for every item, please click save button 。 

If need to modify current information, please directly modify in that interface and click save 

button. 

Other operation to see above instruction on【Toolbar】. 

 Company Name, Company Address, Tel. Fax –The basic information of user in this 

power-vending system. Input by hand. These information may be used in some interface, bill 

and report. 

 Tax Ref No. –Tax registration No. of power vending electronic company 

 Currency – Currency unit in the system. It may be used in some bill or report. 

 Region Level–The levels of Administration (management) region is adopted in the system, 

and can be set max. 5 levels 

 New Record After Saved Record-after clicking this item, when saving one record, the 

system will automatically skip to one new added item instead of adding new record by hand. 

It is suggested to click if needing mass data inputting.   

 Amount Decimal-Decimal numbers of the amount. There are three items for chosen to 

remain decimal numbers in bill or system, 0, 1 or 2. 

 Regional Level For Multiregional Power-Purchasing-Regional Level For Multiregional 

Power-Purchasing. It can be understood regional level of the client can purchase power. For 

example, if Regional Level is divided into 3 levels according to province, country and 
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countryside. When this item is set up 3, the client only can purchase power from the third 

regional level which means purchasing power in countryside of the client. When this items is 

set up 2, the client can purchase power in the second regional level which is any power point 

of country.  

 System Starting Date-Date of the system initially used 

 Access Point Name：Connecting Point. Access point of wireless network provided by 

wireless communication carrieroperator. Reading function may be used in the parameter of 

this item. 

 Warn AMT：Warm amount of power vending. When the amount is over this value during 

power vending, the system will warm. It will help preventing mistake inputting of the 

operator. 

 

1.2 Regional Level 

 

Regional Level Maintenance module is used to maintenance of management area layer in the 

system. The operator can do definition according to real status. 

 Region Level – Region level number is based on “Region Level” value in 【System 

Parameter Setting】module. For example, in the "System parameter setting" module, to set up 

3 for Regional Level. The region level will automatically generate into 1,2 and 3 levels, 

number is smaller means higher region level. 

 Level Name – The name of each region and can be defined according to real status. 
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1.3 Region 

 
This module maintains all the system data of all levels of region.  

Data input regular is first inputting high-level region data, and then low-level. 

 Code，Name：Input by hand. Suggest that Region Code should not too long. Using alphabet 

and number group which can define many items. The serial number may be recommended in 

prefix regular defined by 【Auto-Generate No. Setting】module. Longer serial number may be 

influencing setting of automatic generating serial number. Similarly, other serial number in 

the system should be also doing like this way.   

 Regional Level：Choose the content here is original from module of Region level module 

Higher Region：Serial number and name of senior region. This senior region should be already 

defined information of system. That is the reason suggested that series should begin from higher 

region. 

Click enquiry button  to check existing data as follows. Or choose specified data to modify or 
delete. 
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1.4 Branch 

 

Branch Maintenance module is for data maintenance of the branch. Input according to real status. 

To make the system apply to different size of sales point. The system envisaged a large power 

company. The power company consists of several branches, branches consists of a lot of sales 

points managing different regions. Set sales point to do power vending under the branch. 

 

Power Company is management level, only to receive business data, report output, and analysis, 

rather than the purchase of electricity operations;  
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Branch belongs to management level, can handle all business;  

sales points, sales agents are selling level, Its main function is vending power. Type of business 

can be handled Depends on its parent company's decision. 

As for introduction of Sales point, please refer to section 1.5. 

 

1.5 Sales Point 

 
This module is used to maintenance data information of sales point. Input according to real status. 

 Code, Name ,Address ,Tel, Fax – Basic information of sales point. 

 Branch- The branch of chosen sales point. The item content is set up by module of Branch 

Module. 

 Forbid To Sales- Click it to forbid sales point. Click enquiry button  to choose to forbid 
sales point. Click this item and save. 

 Region List – Choose district of sales point in the tree structure list. The item content is 

defined from module of Region Module 
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1.6 Payment Term 

 

Define payment type which might be used in the system 

 Code，Name：Code & name of payment type need to be entered by hand  

 Type：Choose a payment type, among Cheque Type，Cash Type，Credit Card ,etc 

 

1.7 Event Type 

 

Define event types which might occur in the system  
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 Code，Name：need to be entered by hand  

 Event Equip Type：choose equipment type on which the event occur  

 Alarm Produce：choose activate alarm or not  

 

1.8 Meter Model 

 

Maintenance of meter information  

 Meter Model：Meter model defined by manufacturer  

 Meter Name：Meter name defined by utility  

 Meter Type：Choose payment type  

 Phase：Choose phase type ,single phase and three phase  

 Using Life：Meter brand valid time, only for reference  

 Ratio：Multiplying power. Normally CT meter has outside connected voltage transformer or 

current transformer, multiplying power is multiplication of PT (voltage transformer ratio) and 

CT ( current transformer ratio ). If there is no transformer, ratio is 1, for singe phase meter 

does not connect to transformer, so the multiplying power is 1*1=1. 

 Pre-installed Amount：Pre-load amount, normally small amount credit is loaded in meter 

before delivery on purpose of preventing power been cut off during installation and 

calibration. Here pre-load amount can be set, on base of currency. Utility decides charge or 

not charge this amount. Normally utility charge at the first purchase.  
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1.9 Default Amount 

 

Set default amount value for simplified version vending system . 

The default value displays in form of button, refer to following pic. It makes power vending 

faster and more convenient.  

 Line：serial number generated by system automatically , can not be edited. Click button 

 to add a new line.  

 Default Amount：default amount is net amount of power vending. Unit is currency. Refer to 

1.1.  

 Del.：choose and save to delete this line.  
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1.10 Voltage Level 

 
 

Maintenance of voltage level. The information is quoted in Line & Transformer part.  
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1.11 Line & Transformer 

 

Line and transformer maintenance, display as tree frame.  

Because it is tree frame, When add a new information, need to choose the upper layer, then 

click mouse right button and choose “add transformer”. 

For example, we add a new transformer under “Line-105”, we need to choose “Line-105”, 

click mouse right button, choose “add transformer”. Then save after filling related information in 

the right.  

a)  Line Info：Line information  

 Line Code，Name：Key in according to need. 

 Voltage Level：voltage level of line, content from 【Voltage Level】module.  

 Branch：sub company which the line belongs to, content from【Branch】module.  

 Line Type：according to function ,there are 2 types:Transfer & Distribution Transformer.  

 

b)  Transformer Info：transformer information.  

 Transformer Code，Name：key in according to need  

 

c)  Tree：tree frame structure  

 Name：name of line and transformer, content from definition of line and transformer.  

 Type：L means Line, T means transformer.  

If need delete information, should start from sub level information. In the tree frame structure, 
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choose the information, then click  to delete. If under this information, still have other 

information under this lever, information can not be deleted.  

 

2 Common Data 

When first use the system, administrator must define all modules information in Base data 

and Common Data menu, set basic utility data and parameters. Only when finished these setting 

can the information be used in other function operations.  

All modules under the menu are important information for the vending management system, 

normally the information is set by high level administrator. In the setting of Operator role and 

Operator, it is proposed that access only made to high lever administrator.  

 

 

2.1 Bank 

 

Bank name maintenance.  

If payment type is chosen by Credit card or Cheque, bank information will be used. Payment 
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type setting refer to 1.6. 

 

2.2 Charge Item 

 

Charge Item Maintenance module is used to set every charge item and calculation way of system.  

Except of power vending charge, the system may also collect other charge, such as Register 

Customer Charge, Token Cancel Charge,  Replace Meter Charge and etc. these charges are 

generally fixed fee calculating by times in corresponding business module.  

The system also defines of tax charge calculating by amount percentage, monthly or yearly. These 

charges are usually binding of power vending value when selling power.  

 Calculate VAT：Define current charge items including of VAT or not. Click it meaning 

calculating VAT. Related VAT is set in Customer Type Maintenance module. Please refer to 

section 2.3. 

 Calculate Method：The charge calculate method. There are 4 kinds for chosen.  

★Calculate By Times：Calculate by times. It means collecting charge by timely during 

operation.  

★Calculate By Amount：Calculate by amount. It means collecting charge by amount 

percentage during operation. It is usually more than tax charge item. 

★Calculate Monthly：Calculate Monthly. It means collecting monthly, which is binding of 

power vending value.  
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★Calculate Yearly：Calculate yearly. It means collecting yearly, which is binding of power 

vending value.  

 Amount：The amount of charge, displaying by the calculate method of Calculate By Times，

Calculate Monthly，Calculate Yearly. 

 Amount Percentage：The amount percentage. Displaying when calculate method is Calculate 

By Amount. 

After finishing setting, click inquiry button  to check present data as follows. It is also to 

modify or delete for specified charge item.  

 

 

2.3 Customer Type 
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Customer type maintenance, including related charges.  

Utility can define different kinds of solution dealing with different customer. 

 Type Code，Name：key in according to need 

 Prearrange Amount：amount need to be paid when meter mode transferred from post paid to 

prepaid, in order to prevent power been cut off because of no balance. The amount can be 

charged at next time purchase. 

 VAT Rate：Set VAT rate of present customer type. If Calculate VAT is chosen in the Charge 

Item module, the charge rate is calculated according to the setting here.  

 

In the bottom of module interface, it can set charge under current customer type as follows. 

Click items in pages to charge. If not clicking, it means not charging. 

 
    As above picture, current system has 4 pages of charge to set. Lower part of green words 

charge items are sourced from setting of Charge Item Maintenance module. It is only chosen here, 

not allowed to edit. As for the charge maintenance, please refer to section 2.2  

 Register Customer Charge：After clicking, it will collect charge in Register Customer module. 

It is usually Calculate fixed charge By Times. 

 Power-Vending Charge：This charge is not power vending value, but extra charge during 

power vending. After clicking, it can be calculated in Power Vending module. 

 Token Cancel Charge：After clicking, it can be calculated in Token Cancel module. 

  Repayments：Repayment amount. This item is used to set repayments method for this 

customer type. 

 
The repayment amount is set in OS amount item under customer meter information page of 

register customer module.  

The repayment amount is binding of Power Vending module and power vending amount.  When 
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accumulative repayments reach to OS Amount, repayments stops as mentioned finishing 

repayments as follows. 

★Repay By Times：Repay by times. When choosing this item, the input value in Amount 

item is repayment value every time till finishing repayments.  

★Repay By Monthly：Repay by monthly. When choosing this item, the input value in 

Amount item is repayment value by purchasing power at first time per month till finishing 

repayments.  

★Repay By Yearly：Repay by yearly. When choosing this item, the input value in Amount 

item is repayment value by purchasing power at first time per year till finishing 

repayments.  

★Repay By Percentage：Repay by percentage. When choosing this item, the customer should 

repay by amount percentage by purchasing power every time till finishing repayments.  

★Amount：Repay amount of single time. Seen as Repay By Times，Repay By Monthly，

Repay By Yearly. 

★Amount Percentage：Amount percentage. Seen as Repay By Percentage  

After finishing Setting, click inquiry button  to check present data as follows. it can 

modify or delete specified charge item.  
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2.4 Meter Replacement Reason 

 

Meter Replacement Reason Maintenance module is used to define meter replacement reason and 

charge item. 

Meter replacement generally needs to collect corresponding charge. The charge has relation with 

meter replacement reason. Different meter replacement reasons have different charge items. The 

power company can define it basing on real status.  

It can be chosen charge relating with current meter replacement reason in lower part of interface. 

If clicking it, it needs to collect this item charge. If not clicking, it means not collecting. 

These green words part of charge items are sourced from setting of Charge Item Maintenance 

module. Here it only can be chosen, not allowed to modify. Please refer to charge item 

maintenance in section 2.2  
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2.5 Operator Role 

 

Operator Role Maintenance module is used to maintenance for operator role and authority.  

Role type is consist of Manager Role and General Role. 

Different role can be set different authority. Clicked item to award this role of this authority.  

Note that, the default of operator role is not clicking any item. It is suggested to define in first 

using. STAR belongs to operator role, but here clicking authority is not influencing to STAR. 

STAR default has all authority. It is suggested to take care of STAR passwords, to prevent theft.    

 System Function ： System function divided by every module function of system, 

corresponding to main menu of system.  

 Module Name：Name of every module in system, corresponding to every module of main 

menu.  

 Sel.：Choosing module operated by role. Clicking it to allow to be operated. When clicking 

item is System Function, the system will automatically click module name of system function 

together.  

 Check：Authority check. Click it to award the role authority checking right in the module of 

authority check.  

 Uncheck：Uncheck. Cancel checked bill. Click it to award the role authority uncheck right in 

the module of authority uncheck 
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2.6 Operator 

 
Operator Maintenance module is used to manage operator in the system. It can set operator 

password, sales point and role.  

In lower part of module, it can choose operator role. Green words part of role information is 

sourced from definition of Operator Role Maintenance module. Please refer to operator role 

maintenance in section 2.5.  

One role can have many operators. One operator can also have many roles. Here operator 

authority is one integration of all chosen role authority.  

If change operator role, the authority of operator role will change as role change.  

Once operator uses it, the role cannot be deleted.  

STAR belongs to operator role, but here clicking authority is not influencing to STAR. STAR 

default has all authority. It is suggested to take care of STAR passwords, to prevent theft.   

 Operator Code：Serial No. of operator. Using when login system. 

 Operator Name：Name of operator. 

 Password：Password of operator. Using when login system. 

 Confirm Password：Confirm password, meaning input password again. Password inputting 

twice should be the same.  

 Sales Point：The sales point owned by operator. The option content is sourced from Sales 
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Point Maintenance module. Please refer to instruction on sales point in section 1.5  

 Forbid Login：Click it to forbid login system of current operator.  

 Login Other Sales Point：Click this item meaning it is allowed current operator to login other 

sales point of computer login system. If not click it, it means current operator can only login 

its own sales point. 

 

2.7 HHU Category 

 

Hand Held Unit maintenance 

HHU is equipment used by utility engineer to read meter data and set meter parameters. 
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2.8 HHU 

 

Maintenance of HHU information, key in according to need  

 Category：choose HHU type, content quoted rom HHU Category definition.  

 

2.9 SIM Card 

 

SIM card maintenance  

SIM card is used in GPRS module and concentrator for wireless communication and data 

transfer. 
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This module has 2 pages to input information, one record at one input in part of Single Input, 

refer to above pic.  

 SIM Code：Code of SIM card in the system.  

 SIM Number ： Telephone number of the SIM card, it is very important data in 

communication.  

 SIM Pay Way：Payment type of SIM card communication, content quoted from Payment 

Term.  

 Buy Date：define according to need  

 Work Status：SIM card is running or not, it is marked by system, can not be modified by 

hand.  

 
refer to above pic for Import Input function , information can be input in bulk way. Befo

re bulk input, write SIM card information in a txt file, click Browse File button, find the

 txt file, click Import From Text, the information will be displayed under               

the page, if confirmed no problem, click  to finish the input.  

The format of text is to put SIM Code，SIM Number，SIM Pay Way，Buy Date，Work Status 

in one line, use comma to isolate, as exampled below: 

 

    SIM Code is unique, when edit in a txt file, don’t put the SIM code which is already existed 

in the system to the file. Besides, these SIM card are not yet used in the system, Work Status 

should be 0.   
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2.10 Computer Information 

 

Maintenance of computers in the system, there are 4 types according to function differences.  

 Server：Include data base server and application server 

 Communication Monitor Computer：Front position computer, for communication and alarm  

 Manager Terminal：computer with full set management system 

 Pay Terminal：computed with simplified vending system(STAR POS) 

 

In this module, there are 4 maintenance interfaces for related computer, the operation of the 4 

interfaces is the same.  

 PC Code：Computer code in the system, it is unique  

 Host Code：computer full name in Windows operation system. 

 PC Description：computer description, for reference. 

 Property Code：utility internal property code, define according to need. 

 Sales Point：Choose the sales point which the computer belongs to, this is not a must filling 

item. Normally management terminal and payment terminal need to choose sales point; 

server and front position pc are out of management of sales point, this can be ignored. 

Content quoted from definition of Sales Point. 

 X / Y Coordinate：coordinate of Front Position PC in the map. 

 Forbid Login：once chosen, the PC can not log in the system.禁 

 Use：Use of PC in different position. This can not be edited. 
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 Region：Region of the PC in the tree frame structure map. Content quoted from Region 

module.  

 

2.11 RTU 

 

The module is used to maintenance data of concentrator. 

The module is divided into two pages of inputting data. 【Single Input】page can input one record 

in one time. 【Import Input】page can do mass inputting. 

 RTU Code，Name：Serial number and name of concentrator in the system. Define it according 

to real status. 

 PC Code：Choose Communication Monitor Computer which is communicating with 

concentrator. The item content is sourced from definition of 【Communication Monitor 

Computer】 icon of 【Computer Information】module. 

 SIM Code：Choose SIM CARD wireless communicating with concentrator. The item content 

is sourced from definition of【SIM Card】module. 

 Property Code：Property code internal defined by electricity company. Defined by real status. 

 X / Y Coordinate：Coordinate of concentrator in the map. 
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【Import Input】 page is as above. Before importing, please input the relevant information of 

concentrator and save all in txt file. Then click【Browse File】button and find txt file. Click【Import 

From Text】button. The lower part of list will display importing information. Please confirm and 

click  button to finish importing. 

TXT format is writing forward five items parameter in the page of 【Single Input】 in one line. 

They are RTU Code，RTU Name，PC Code，SIM Code and Property Code. Using English commas. 

One information in one line as follows.  

 

PC Code inputting in txt file must be defined information in 【Communication Monitor 

Computer】icon of 【Computer Information】module. Similarly, SIM Code inputting also must be 

defined information in【SIM Card】module. 

After importing TXT information into the system, the lower part of list will display PC Code 

corresponding Host Code，SIM Code corresponding SIM Number for conveniently confirmation. 
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2.12 Scheme Setting 

 

Parameters such as Tariff, step price, Display item, single data, can be set in this interface.  

The interface has 2 pages, the above page is for basic information setting, after save, Scheme 

Info button can be used, click to turn to the next page. 

 Scheme Code，Name：define according to need. 

 Meter Model：Choose the suitable meter. The choice quoted from Meter Model.  

 Scheme Type： there are 3 scheme types: Tariff Scheme，Display Item Scheme，Single Data 

Scheme. Different choice has different Scheme Info interface. 

 Set Stencil：Choose to set present scheme as mold, and when adding new similar scheme, 

setting of this mold will be quoted as default.  

 

Introduction of the 3 type Scheme Info interfaces: 

 

A)  【Scheme Info】 of  Tariff Scheme has following pages: Day Tariff，Week Tariff，Season 

Tariff，Holiday Tariff，Tariff Index Price，Multistep Electricity Price. 

Set information which will be used only, information not set by hand will have default value 

automatically by system. If no setting to any page, the system will use single tariff scheme.  
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a)  Day Tariff：Define tariff of different time interval during one day.  

As exampled above, T1 is used during 1:00 to 8:00, T3 is used during 8:00 to 18:00, T4 is 

used during 18:00 to 22:00, and T2 is used during 22:00 to 1:00. So like this, during 24hs have the 

circulated tariff.  

If don’t define day tariff setting, default whole day 24 hours will use tariff T1.  

 Tariff Date：Define the tariff beginning and ending time by hand, click Add Detail to add new 

line. 

 Tariff：There are T1,T2,T3,and T4 four types of tariff, can be chosen in the menu. different 

tariff has different price. Tariff price is set in the interface of Tariff Index Price 

 Del.：After choose this, click Save button to delete.  

 Tariff Num：Code of tariff, 8 day tariff proposals can be defined, each tariff proposal has a 

code. 

 Back Up：Choose to define backup day tariff, day tariff also has 8 proposals. If don’t choose, 

system will define back up setting same as day tariff setting.  

 

b)  Week Tariff：Define the day tariff during one week, week tariff is connected to day tariff. 

The below example is system default setting, whole week use day tariff 1, Tariff Num 1 in 

Day Tariff.  
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It can be defined according to need  

 

 Tariff Date：Default one week has 7 days, this can not be modified, added, and deleted.  

 Day Tariff：Choose day tariff code from 1 to 8 in menu, which has been defined in Tariff 

Mun. 

 Tariff Num：There are 8 proposals for week tariff, each has a code. 

 Back Up：Choose to define backup week tariff, backup week tariff can also have 8 proposals. 

If  backup week tariff is not defined, system use same setting as week tariff. 

 

c)  Season Tariff：Define week tariff in appointed date interval. Season tariff is related to week 

tariff.  

As exampled in below season tariff, week tariff 1 is used from May 1st, week tariff 2 is used 

from November 1st , tariffs circulating during one year.  

Default the season tariff is not set, if don’t define it, whole year use week tariff 1, from 

setting of Week Tariff, Tariff Num 1.  

Season tariff has only one proposal, backup season tariff also has only one proposal.  
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 Tariff Date：Define beginning and ending date by hand, click Add Detail to add new line. 

 Week Tariff：After click, choose week tariff  code from 1 to 8 from Tariff Num  

 Del.：Choose , then click Save button to delete.  

 Back Up：Define backup season tariff. If don’t define, system use the same setting .  

 

d)  Holiday Tariff：Define holiday tariff, holiday tariff is related to day tariff.  

As exampled below, January 1, May 1, October 1 use day tariff 2. 

Default system has no setting to holiday tariff, if don’t define, means no holiday tariff. If 

need, holiday tariff can be defined.  

Holiday tariff has priority to week tariff and day tariff. Which means, if Holiday Tariff, Week 

Tariff and Season Tariff have defined different tariff  to the same date, system use Holiday Tariff.  
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 Tariff Date：Define appointed date by hand, click Add Detail to add a new line. 

 Day Tariff：Choose Tariff Num from 1 to 8, in Day Tariff interface.  

 Del.：Choose, click Save button to delete.  

 

e)  Tariff Index Price：define 4 types of tariff price.  
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As exampled above, the price of T1,T2,T3,T4 is 0.6,0.75,1.0,1.3, unit is currency/kWh.  

If the 4 prices are the same, which means system uses single price.  

 Back Up：Choose to define backup tariff index price. If  do not define, system use the same 

setting.  

 Time of backup tariff index been used: the time is effective to Day Tariff, Week Tariff, 

Season Tariff, and Tariff Index Price.  

 

If the tariff is set into the meter, the calculation will be completed by meter, meter will 

calculate consumption amount in different time interval. If meter is prepaid type, amount will be 

deducted from balance amount, if meter is postpaid type, system will get consumption data 

through AMR or other means after monthly data transit, the amount will be charged at the next 

time purchase.  

 

f)  Multistep Electricity Price： 

If utility does not use step price, no need to set the page.  
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As exampled above, from 0 to 200kWh, price is 0.6; from 200 to 500 kWh, price is 0.75; 

from 500 to 1000kWh, price is 1.3. Unit: currency/kWh. 

 Line：Serial number of step. Click Add Detail button to add a new line. 

 Start Value(kWh)：Beginning power quantity of step. Green color words are not allowed to 

edit. The value is decided by End Value of last step. 

  End Value(kWh)：The end value of step. Input by hand. 

 Price：Unit price of step. Input by hand. 

Del.：After clicking, delete the content of the line when save 

 Back Up：Choose to define backup step tariff. If don’t define, system will use the same 

setting. 

 Time of backup step price been used: the time is only effective to backup step price. 

 

The calculation way: Calculating section amount according to quantity of every step and 

accumulative 

For example, the customer purchases power in the first time this month. The purchasing 

power quantity is 600kWh. Calculating as above step, 600 is in the 3rd step.： 

200 * 0.6 + (500 - 200) * 0.75 + (600 - 500) * 1.0 = 120 + 225 + 100 = 445 

 

If the step tariff is set into the meter, the calculation will be completed by meter, meter will 
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calculate consumption amount with increasing of unit step. If meter is prepaid type, amount will 

be deducted from balance amount, if meter is postpaid type, system will get consumption data 

through AMR or other means after monthly data transit, the amount will be charged at the next 

time purchase. 

 

B)  Display Item Scheme interface has 2 pages : one is Auto Circle Display, the other is Key 

Press Circle Display.  

Auto Circle Display and Key Press Circle Display are 2 display modes in meter LCD. The 

interface of the 2 pages share the same structure and operation method. Detailed in the following 

context. 

【Auto Circle Display】interface： 

 

【Key Press Circle Display】interface： 
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 Auto Circle Display：Meter LCD will display appointed information automatically in circle 

mode, each display lasts several seconds.  

 Key Press Circle Display：Press meter button to display appointed information, each display 

lasts several seconds. Stop pressing key, meter will turn to auto circle display mode.  

 

As above interface shows, items can be chosen in the left, click  to find more choices. In 

the right are items chosen for displaying .  

 

 Display Item Name：Choose in front , can choose more  

 OBIS Code：OBIS provides unique ID code for all data item in measurement equipment, it is 

also called order code.  

 Click button , the item will go to right, means the item is chosen.  

 Click button , the item will go to left, means the items is canceled chosen.  

 Click button or button  to change item positon. The items will display from up 

to bottom in meter LCD. 

 Save：Save the present scheme.  

 

C)  【Scheme Info】 interface of Single Data Scheme 
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As above exampled, there are many OBIS data in the list, click  to find more, default 

value can be set to these OBIS data. It can also be used to set meter parameters, single data,etc. 

Single Data Scheme is the combination of these OBIS with default value, different scheme can set 

different default value.  

 OBIS Name：Name of operation.  

 OBIS Code：OBIS provides unique ID code for all data item in measurement equipment, it is 

also called order code. 

 Default Value：Set default value to OBIS data item, need hand key in, some items need to be 

defined in newly generated interface.  

 Save：save Single data scheme.  

 

 

2.13 Auto-Generate No. Setting 

 

Automatically Generate No. Setting module is used to define automatically generate regular of 

every bill No. in system. 

 For different types of bill, power company can choose if starting automatically generate No. 

setting. The default is not starting. 

If not starting automatically No. setting, when inputting bill, the operator needs to input bill No. 

By manual. The default setting of system is not starting.  
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If starting automatically generate No. setting, when inputting bill, the system will be 

automatically generating bill No. basing of defined regular. The operator does not need to input 

by manual. Automatically generating No. will not be seen as follows.  

 

Automatically generating No. is consist of two parts. One part is defined some item field lined up 

as a prefix in lower form of this interface. The other part is to make Serial No. as a suffix. Prefix 

part can be character or number. Serial No. must be number.  

 

Auto-Generate No. 

Field 1 No. Field 2 No. … Field n No. Serial No. 

Prefix part Suffix part 

 

 

Automatically generating No. length must be less than 20 digits of character.  

 Bill Type：Bill type. Click drop down menu  to choose bill needing automatically 

generating No. setting. Define it one by one. These bills will display in one same name 

module.  

 Automatically Generate：Automatically generating item. Click it meaning current bill has 

start automatically generating No. setting. If not click it meaning not starting this setting.  

 Serial No. Digit：Length of serial No. Note that this parameter is not length of the whole 

automatically generating No., but digit of number suffix part of serial No.  

 Start No.：The start No. of serial No. The default is 1. If digit of start No. is less than serial 

No. digit, using 0 to complete in front of it. For example, serial No. digit is 6 and start No. is 

1, the serial No. will be count from 000001, 000002, 000003 and so. 

 Serial No. Reset Type：Serial No. reset type. It is used to define if serial No. is reset or how to 

reset.  

★Monthly Reset：Monthly reset, meaning that serial No. as suffix part counts from start No. 

every month. Note that, if choosing monthly reset, the prefix part of automatically 

generating serial No. must be consist of Field of year and month. Or it will have problem 

of double numbers in the future.   

★Yearly Reset：Yearly reset, meaning that serial No. as suffix part counts from start No. 

every year. In the same words, prefix part of serial No. must be Field of year.  

★Cannot Reset：After serial No. counting from start No., cannot reset. If choosing this item, 

it should consider more for not appearing double number. For example, adding Serial No. 

digit, or defining more field in prefix part of serial No., or defining changeable field such 
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as year and month.  

 Line：Line prefix part for serial No. of multi fields.   

 Field Type：Field type has many items for chosen. Click field content to appear drop-down 

menu.  

 Length：Length of field. It is character length of field in serial No. If Field type chooses 

present serial No. type in the system, the field length here is the same as that of 

corresponding serial No.. Or it may take problem to chosen type of bill when saving data.  

 Fixed Character：Fixed character. When Field type choosing fixed character, it should fill in 

fixed character string in this field.  

 Del.：After clicking, delete the content of this line when saving.  

 

 

3 Daily Business 

After finishing setting of every module under 【Base Data】 and 【Common Data】 menu, it can 

do some operation under Daily【Business】menu 

Most common function of power vending system is included into【Daily Business】menu. 

 

 

3.1 Meter Stock In 

The storage of meter in the system is seen as the warehouse. If make simple division for the 

whole system, in generalized meaning, it can be divided into two kinds. One is present using 

meter and the other is meter in stock. In other word, except the present using meters, all the other 

meters, new, old, good or bad, belong to meter stock in. The same meaning, before using for the 

customer, they are all need to do meter stock out.  

For example, power company needs to do meter stock in and registration for new purchased 

meter. Before using for client, the meter should do meter stock out. The replaced meter caused of 

problem or old meter cancelled contract by the customer, they all need to do meter stock in, and 

record the related information and status. After repairing of replaced meter or old meter, and test 

qualified, it can be used by other customer. Before using, they all need to do meter stock out.  
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As above, the meters will form a circulation in the system, which is convenient for power 

company to know the information of the meters. 

 

 

 

Meter Stock In module is used for recording information of meter stock in. 

The main source of meter stock in is purchased new meter, or those meters from other branch, or 

replaced meter and old meter from the terminated contracts.  

a)  The following is the introduction of each region of this module. Firstly it is  the basic 

information of stock in bill. 

 Bill No.: The bill number of meter stocks in. If setting the serial number of storage with 

automatically derived method in the module of 【Auto-Generate No. Setting】, there is no 

need for operator to input by hand. Same meanings, if serial number of stock in is not 

automatically generated in that module, it will need operator to input the serial number of 

stock in bill by hand. Click query button  to see meter stock in record.. 

 Date: The date of meter stock in. The default is current date. Input by hand. 

 Branch: Serial No. and name of branch. The option content is sourced from setting of 

【Branch】 Module.  

 Meter Model: The name of meter model. The option content is sourced from 【Meter Model】 

Module.  

 Current Key: Choose current key matching with meter of stock in. The option content is from 

related setting of 【SM Manager】in Program Star Server.  

 Current TI: Choose tariff index No. matching with meter of stock in. TI is simplified from 

Tariff Index.  
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 Remark: If need to remark content, it could input in this item. This item could be blank or 

ignored.  

 Checked: Checked status symbol. It is used for confirming if current stock-in bill has been 

checked. If click, it means checked. On the contrary, it means unchecked. This symbol is 

status of system mark. It cannot be clicked by hand or be cancelled. Unchecked bill data can 

be modified. Checked bill data cannot be modified. Only when there is checked status 

cancelled by authorized administrator, the authorized administrator click  button to 

cancel current checked status. As for check or uncheck instruction, please refer to section 2.5. 

 Search By Meter Serial No.: Search by meter serial Number. Display bill record of stock-in.  

 

b)  In Type，the types of meter stock in, mainly divided by meter source. Default is New Meter。 

 

 New Meter: Do stock-in for new purchased meter. This is main source of meter stock in.  

 Other Bill: There are three kinds for other meter stock-in. The system has these operation 

records. It can be searched by Original Bill No. and get Retrieve Record. 

★Replace Meter: Stock-in replaced old meter. Enquire  button to choose meter record in 

item of Original Bill No.. After choosing replaced meter record, click【Retrieve Record】 

button to get meter information. As for replacement instruction, please refer to section 4.6. 

★Meter Stock Out: Stock-in meter stock out from other branch. The operation way is same as 

above. Please refer to section 3.2.  

★Cancel Meter Contract: Stock-in old meter from cancelled contract of customer. The 

operation way is same. Please refer to section 4.4.  

 

c)  Batch Import can input many meter records at same time. 

 

 Meter Serial No. From & To: The starting and ending meter serial no., input by hand. 

 Ex-Factory Date: Ex-factory data. Choose by hand. This item is seen as reference. 

 Status: Meter status. There are Good, Scrap and Maintenance options. 

 Power Load: Power load of the meter. 
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 Import: After above information is defined, click 【Import】  button, batch of meter 

information will be added in the lower part of information item.  

 

d)   Nedisys file is another way to import function in batch. 

 

In Nedisys file, it records the related meter information. Here only click 【Browse File】 button 

and find Nedisys file, then import to the system. 

 

e)  The information item is used to display the information of meter stock in.  

 

H ere we can find the prepared stock-in meter information, and enquire stock-in meter 

information. 

For this bill, the status decides if the information in the list can be modified. Please refer to 

instruction on【Checked】item. 

3.2 Meter Stock Out 
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Meter Stock Out module is used for recording meter stock out information. 

The interface character and operation way of this module are almost the same as that of Meter 

Stock In. Please refer to related instruction on same items in module of Meter Stock In. 

 Drawer: Name of drawing meter person. 

 Out Type: Stock out type. According to usage, it can be divided two types. 

★For Meter Installation: Before using in client, the meter should do stock out. 

★To Other Branch: Meter stock out to other branch. Belonging to adjusting between 

branches.  

3.3 Register Customer 

Register Customer module is used for registration of base information and meter information of 

electricity purchasing customer. This is divided into two pages for registration  

A)  Customer Base Information page is as follows. it is mainly registration of customer’s base 

information. 

 

a)  Above interface is customer base information. Input it according to real status. Some common 

item, such as Name, Address, Tel and Fax. 

 Customer Code: The customer code in the system is unique. One customer has one code, no 

repeating. If the serial number of customer is set with “automatically derived method” in the 

module of 【Auto-Generate No. Setting】 , there is no need for operator to input by hand. On 

the contrary, operator needs to input the serial number of delivery by hand. Click enquiry 

button  to check opened account customer information. 

 Customer Name: Personal name for citizens customer, company and name company for 
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enterprises. 

 ID No.: The ID number of customer. It’s used when the customer is normal citizen. 

 Customer Type: The type of customer. The option content is sourcing from definition of 

Customer Type module. Customer’s power charge amount is related to customer type. As for 

customer type, please refer to section 2.3. 

 Search By Meter Serial No.: Search by meter serial No. Display opened account bill records  

 Corporation: Legal representative of the customer. It can be used when the customers are 

enterprises customers. 

 Tax Reg No.: Tax registration No. of the customer. It can be used when the customers are 

enterprises customers. 

 Register Date: The opening account time of customer, default is current date, which also can 

operate to input by hand. 

 Remark: The remarks data can be inputted. 

 Status: The status of customer. Having two kinds, Active and Blacklist. In status of Blacklist, 

customer is not allowed to purchase power. 

 Bank: Bank name of customer. When payment term is Cheque or Credit Card, it could be 

used. The option content is sourced from definition of Bank module. 

 Account No.: Bank account No. of customer. 

 Checked: Check status symbol. It is used to confirm if current opening account bill is 

checked. Please refer to instruction on Checked part in section 3.1 

 

b)  customer region information. Choosing from option. Region information is sourcing from 

definition of Region module. Please refer to section 1.3 

 

c)   Guarantor Information. It could be blank. Just for reference. 
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d)  Register Charge 

 

 Register Charge: Total amount of register charge. 

 Payment: Payment term. The option content is sourced from definition of Payment Term 

module. 

 Cheque No.: When payment term is cheque type, it should input Cheque No.  

 Cash: When payment term is cash, it should input customer’s real paying amount. 

 Change: If real paying amount is more than Register Charge, it should display balance value. 

 

When opening account, register charge collection is defined by Customer Type. The charge value 

is decided by related setting of Charge Item module. Please refer to section 2.2 and 2.3.  

Note that, register charge is also having relation with the meter quantities. If the customer has 2 

units of meters, the charge register fees will be double when opening account. 

Register Customer module is divided into two pages to register customer information. In the page 

of Customer Meter Information, if meter information has not been defined, here it will not display 

register charge. 

 

B)  Customer Meter Information page is as follows. Mainly used to register customer meter 

information. 
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a)  In the upper part of the interface, it is the customer meter information. Please input according 

to real status.  

 Meter Serial No.: Using meter No. of customer. Click enquiry button  to choose. The 

optional meter No. is sourcing from 【Meter Stock Out】 module., stock out type is 【For 

Meter Installation】. 

 Install Date: Installing Date of meter. The default is current date. Input by hand. 

 Ratio: When choose ratio in this page, the system will refer to relevant ratio value, it also can 

be set by hand. More please refer to section 1.8. 

 Power Load: Power load of meter. It will register power load of meter stock-in in module of 

Meter Stock In. After chosen meter No. in this page, the system will lead in this parameter 

automatically. Also can be set by hand. Please refer to section 3.1. 

 OS Amount: Total debt amount of customer. Fill in according to real status. Note that, 

repayment way of customer OS amount is defined by customer type. Please refer to 

instruction on Repayments in section 2.3.  

 Contract Starting & Expiry Date: The exact and terminate date of contract. 

 Tariff Scheme: The content is from the definition of 【Scheme Setting】module. 

 Single Data Scheme: The content is from the definition of 【Scheme Setting】module. 

 Display Scheme: The content is from the definition of 【Scheme Setting】module. 

 GPRS / PLC: Meter data transmission way 

 PC Code: The relevant communication Monitor Computer of GPRS module should be 

marked when transmission is GPRS. 

 SIM Code: SIM card should be chosen when meter data transmission is GPRS. 

 RTU: Choose the relevant concentrator which communicate with when data transfers by 

PLC. 

 Del.: After clicking, delete current meter information when saving. Only when opening 

account bill is in status of unchecked and this customer has many units of meters, it will 

delete current meter information. 

 

b)  Line & Transformer of meter, choose it under the tree list, please refer to 1.11. 
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c)  Meter information shift is as follows. 

 

The customer can install many units of meters. Click  button to add new meter information. 

Click above button to switch the information among different meters.  

 

d)  Register charge information is as follows. 

 

This charge information is sourcing from setting of 【Charge Item】 module and 【Customer 

Type 】module. Please refer to section 2.2 and 2.3. 

This only displays opening charge of one meter. If the customer installs many units of meters, it is 

needed to shift Customer Base Information page to check total amount of register charge. 

 

C)  After definition of Customer Base Information page and Customer Meter Information page, 

click  button to save, then the system will display opening account bill as follows. 
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There are some operational button in the upper part of interface. Put the mouse on, it will display 

name automatically. 

 Scale: Click drop-down menu to choose and adjust display scale rate. 

 Click button to output export bill. Many forms for chosen. 

 Click  button to print bill. Before printing, please confirm printer connecting 

normally. 

 Click  button to choose other printer for printing. 

 Click  button to close current page window. 

3.4 Power Vending 

Power Vending module is used for dealing with power vending business of customer. It is the most 

important and common function in this system.  

Before power vending, please confirm SM connecting with the server and status is normal.  

When customer have more than one meter, please make sure that choose the right meter serial 

number. After choosing customer serial No., the system will call-out related data and customer 

information of the meter, there are two modes: 

For pre-paid meter, the operator only input net amount, it will automatically calculate the vending 

amount. After saving power vending bill, the system will generate Token Code automatically and 

display on the interface.  
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For post-paid meter, the system will call out the frozen amount of last month as the vending 

amount, after saving power vending bill, it will not generate the Token Code. 

 

 

The following text will introduce it for different area of this module. 

a) There are all base information of power vending bill in the upper interface.  

 Bill No.: Serial No. of power vending bill. If set up the power vending bill by automatic 

generation methods in the module of 【Auto-Generate No. Setting】, then this item will be no 

need to input by hand. On the other hand, if without setting the automatically derivation code, 

the operator has to manually input. Click enquiry button  to check finished power 

vending records.  

 Date: Date of power vending. The default is current date. Not allowed to modify by hand. 

 Meter Serial No.: The present using meter serial No. of customer. Click enquiry button  

to display enquiry interface as follows, choose power purchasing meter. If the customer has 

many meters, then choose the meter serial number of which need to purchase power. When 

real power vending, it displays more information here. The operator can use Search function 

to check enquiry interface. The search function has mentioned as above.   
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 Customer: Serial No. and name of customer. This is relation information which can be used 

and call-out in the system. It is not allowed to modify here  

 Customer Type: Customer type. As same, it is not allowed to modify here. 

 Status: Customer status. As same, it is not allowed to modify here. It is not allowed to vend 

power if the status is Blacklist.  

 Prepayment: Payment symbol of the meter, when marked, it means the meter is prepaid,; 

while unmarked, the meter is post-paid. The symbol is souring from 【Meter Model】, it can 

not be clicked or cancelled by hand, details please refer to section 1.8. 

 

b)  There are all meter information in the middle of the interface 

 

 Amount: Power vending amount. It is calculated by system automatically. The system 

accepts the settlement in amount. 

★ For pre-paid meter, vending amount is the amount to be transferred to meter, the system 

will automatically calculate the vending amount according to the net amount. As for the 

meter amount, Vending Amount + the Balanced Amount= Newly Residual Amount. 

★For post-paid meter, the system will use the frozen amount of last month as the vending 

amount. 

 Token: Here it means the power vending token.  

★For pre-paid meter, when power vending is not finished, it cannot display Token code here. 

When checking finished transaction records of power vending, it can be seen Token code.   

★For post-paid meter, the system will not generate token when power vending. 
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 Address，Contract Starting & Expiry Date: Using information of the system. It is not allowed 

to modify. As reference during power vending. 

c)  There are charge information of the bottom interface. 

 

In the left side of interface, it displays related charge binding of power vending amount.  

During power vending, other charges collections are decided by 【Customer Type】. The charge 

amount is decided by related setting of 【Charge Item】. Please refer to section 2.2 and 2.3  

In addition, keep note that there are four special charges will be took into calculation for specific 

time. 

 Pre-installed Amount : If Pre-installed Amount was set in the 【Meter Model】 module, then 

the pre-installed amount of this type meter will be charged at the first time of purchasing 

energy. More please refers to section 1.8. 

 Prearrange Amount: Prearrange Amount is set under 【Customer Type】 module. When 

customer’s meter successfully switched from pre-paid mode to post-paid, the amount will be 

charged at the next energy purchasing. More please refer to section 4.7 and 2.3. 

 Receivable Amount: When customer’s meter successfully switched from post-paid mode to 

pre-paid, the amount will be charged at the next energy purchasing. More please refer to 

section 4.7. 

 Remain Amount: When customer’s meter successfully switched from pre-paid mode to 

post-paid, the amount will be took into calculation at the next energy purchasing. More 

please refer to section 4.7. 

 

In the right side of the interface, it displays the related calculating amount. 

 Taxed Amt: Taxed amount. The sum of every charge with added value tax  

 UnTaxed Amt: Untaxed amount. The sum of every charge without added value tax.  

 VAT Amount: Added value tax amount. VAT Amount = (Amount + Taxed Amt) * VAT Rate，

VAT Rate is set in Customer Type Maintenance module. Please refer to section 2.3 

 OS Amount: Debt amount of customer need to pay in this time of power purchasing. The OS 

amount repayment way is decided by customer type. Please refer to instruction on 

Repayments in section 2.3.  

 Net Amount: Net amount. Paying amount in this time of power purchasing. Net Amount = 
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Amount + Taxed Amt + UnTaxed Amt + VAT Amount + OS Amount. 

 Payment: Payment term, the option content is sourced from definition of Payment Term 

Maintenance module. 

 Bank: Bank name of customer. When payment term is Cheque type or Credit Card type, the 

option content is sourced from definition of Bank module. 

 Cheque No.: When payment term is cheque, it is needed to input cheque No. here. 

 Cash: It needs to input customer’s real paying amount., 

 Change: If real amount is more than Register Charge，it displays balance value here. 

 

d)  After definition of above items, click  button to save, then the system will display 

power vending bill as follows. 

 
It displays some power vending information in the bill. Reference to instruction of same item. 

Other button in bill interface has introduced as above.  

 Scale: Click drop-down menu to choose and adjust display scale rate. 

 Click button to output export bill. Many forms for chosen. 

 Click  button to print bill. Before printing, please confirm printer connecting 
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normally. 

 Click  button to choose other printer for printing. 

 Click  button to close current page window. 

3.5 Test / Display Token 

 

Test/Display Token module is to check standard function matching with related Token code. The 

administrator of power company or purchasing power customer could use these Token code to do 

some operation for the meter.   

Token code commonly has 20 digits of numbers. When inputting Token code into the meter, LCD 

will display a group of 4 numbers. After finishing inputting 20 digits of numbers, click confirm 

button to finish. If inputting error, LCD will display Error words.   

Click  button to print preview of these Token code as follows. Then print or output operation. 
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3.6 Engineering Token 

Engineering Token module is used to do some senior operation for the meter. It is suggested that 

senior authority administrator has the right of visiting and operating.  

The operating object is the meter. Both for meter stock in or once stock in before.  

The operation way is generating Token code by the system automatically. Input these Token codes 

into the meter to finish related operation. 

It can define working meter No. in the upper interface. 

 

 

 Source Type: Source type of meter number. There are two kinds. 

★Text File:Leading in from defined text file. When choose this item, click【Browse File】

button to find specified text file for leading in. 
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★Serial No.: Specified meter No.. When choosing this item, it needs to input the beginning 

and last meter No. 

 Meter Serial No. List: After finishing Meter No. leading in or inputting, to click this button, 

the window will display meter serial No. list for confirm.  

 
 

The module includes of 6 kinds of different operations, dividing by Token Type. In drop-down 

menu of Token Type, there are 6 kinds of options. Choose different types of operation, the 

module interface are having some changes.  

a)  Decoder Key Token 

Change key Token to modify specified meter key or tariff index(TI) 
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After definition of meter number, the system will display old key and old tariff index. After 

defining current key and current TI by manual, click Generate Token button, the system will 

generate Token1 and Token2 code. Input Token code into the meter to change key or TI No. and 

do meter initialization.  

 

b)  Set Maximum Power Limit Token 

Set power limit Token can set the maximum power. It is used when the customer applies to expand 

capacity.  

 

After defining meter No., input power limit value by manual. Click Generate Token button, the 

system will generate Token code. Input the Token into the meter, it will change power limit value.  
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Note that, the unit of power limit is W, not kW.  

 

c)  Clear Credit Token 

Clear Token can clear meter data to zero. 

 

After defining meter No., click 【Generate Token】button, the system will generate Token code. 

Input Token code into the meter, it will clear the meter to zero.  

 

d)  Clear Tamper Condition Token 

Clear tamper Token is to clear tamper records of the meter. 

 

After defining meter No., click Generate Token button, the system will generate Token code. Input 
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Token code into the meter, it will clear tamper record of the meter.   

 

e)  Set Maximum Phase Power Unbalance Limit Token 

Set Maximum Phase Power Unbalance Limit Token. Maximum phase unbalance limit Token is to 

set the maximum value of unbalance power between three phase sequence  

 

After defining meter No., input power limit value and click Generate Token button, the system 

will generate Token code. Input Token into the meter, it can set maximum phase power unbalance 

limit   

Note that, the unit of power limit is W, not kW.  

 

f)  Free Credit Token 

Free credit Token is to charge for free credit energy.  
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After defining meter No., input energy value by manual and click【Generate Token】button, the 

system will generate Token code. Input Token code into the meter, it can charge for free power.  

 

3.7 Task Customization 

Task Customization module is used to customize and execute the timed task of the meter. 

Before customizing the timed task, make sure that the system and the communication monitor 

computer are connected. If the system status bar displays “Connect Success”, it means the 

connection is normal, shown as the follow picture.  

 

While if displaying “Connect....”, it means the system and the communication monitor computer 

are disconnecting, at this time shall check if the IP and port NO. setting of the communication 

monitor computer are correct, details please refer to the 【Server Config】module introduction in 

section 7.3. 

 

 

a)  Task Customization module has two interfaces, the follow is【Meter Information】interface, it 

is mainly used to define the object meter of task, and the task parameters.  
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Firstly choose the object meter of task at the left side of the tree list, then enter the Task name, 

define the task parameters, above finished, click 【Next】. 

There are totally three layers at the tree list, the first layer is Communication Monitor Computer, 

the second layer is RTU or GPRS module, and the third layer is the meter. The clicked object is 

the selected task object, if directly click the Communication Monitor Computer, it means that all 

the meters under the Communication Monitor Computer are the task object. It is the same 

meaning if click the RTU. 

 Task Name: Just input as real situation. 

 Report Time: Timed reporting period, available integer value from 1 to 64. 

 Report Unit: Unit of report time, Month, Day, Hour, Minute are available. 

 Base Date: It can be seen as the start time of report. For example, the content in above picture 

shows, starting from the base date, it will execute the task every day. 

 

b)  When 【Meter Information】are defined, click 【Next】button to enter 【OBIS】 interface. 
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OBIS provides all the data items of measuring device with a unique ID code, simply we can see it 

as a command code. 

Shown as above picture, click the OBIS data item which need to be executed, click  button 

to save the current task. When saved, the 【Setting】turns to be available, click it , the task will be 

sent to the communication monitor computer. The task will be executed as the specified time and 

period, and the result data will de saved at the database through communication monitor computer. 

The result data of different period of the same meter will be added to the database in additional 

ways, which will be convenient for power company on query, analysis and statistics.  

 

3.8 Remote Meter Reading 

The Remote Meter Reading is used to customize and execute real-time meter reading task.。 

As the same, before customizing real-time task, make sure that the system and the communication 

monitor computer are connected, details please refer to section 3.7. 

a)  There are three interfaces in this module, the follow is 【Meter Information】interface, which 

is used to define the object meter of task and task name. 
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Choose the task meter from the tree list at the left side of the interface, enter the Task name. 

The tree list at the left side of the interface has three layers in total, the first layer is 

Communication Monitor Computer, the second layer is RTU or GPRS module, and the third layer 

is the meter. The clicked object is the selected task object, if directly click the Communication 

Monitor Computer, it means that all the meters under the Communication Monitor Computer are 

the task object. It is the same meaning if click the RTU. 

 

b) When 【Meter Information】are defined, click 【Next】button to enter 【OBIS】 interface. 

Same as the 【Task Customization】module, directly click the OBIS data item which need to be 

executed, then click 【Next】button to enter the 【Monitor Result】 interface. 

 

 

c)  The 【Monitor Result】interface is used to query the result of the real-time task. 
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At the left side of the interface, it will display the object meter of the task, and OBIS data items 

etc. 

If the content need to be adjusted, click 【Previous】button, back to 【OBIS Information】interface; 

while if the content are confirmed, click 【Remote Reading】button to start the task. 

When the task started, the right side if the interface will display the result. Click 【Save】button to 

report the result to database. 

The result data of different period of the same meter will be added to the database in additional 

ways, which will be convenient for power company on query, analysis and statistics.  

4 Other Business 

There are some common function module in Others Business menu 

list.
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4.1 Change Customer Information 

 

Change Customer Information module is used to modify base information of customer. 

After bill checked, information in Register Customer module is not allowed to modify. If need to 

modify customer information, it can be modified in this module.  

Click enquiry button  in right side of Customer Code menu. Choose changed customer 

information in new window. The system will call-out base information of this customer. The 

operator modify the changed items and click save button  to finish this operation.. 

 

The content of this module is same as that of Customer Base Information page in the module of 

Register Customer. Please refer to instruction of same item in section 3.3 
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4.2 Change Meter Information 

 

Change Meter Information module is used to modify customer meter information. 

After bill checked, information in Register Customer module is not allowed to modify. If need to 

modify meter information, it can be modified in this module.  

The same customer may install many units of meters. When changing meter information, please 

note to check meter No. 

Click enquiry button  in right side of Customer Code menu. Choose changed customer meter 

information in new window. Then click   in right side of  meter serial No..Choosing meter 

No. needed to change information in new window, the system will call-out base information of 

this meter. The operator modify the changed items and click save button  to finish this 

operation. 

 

The content of this module is same as that of Customer Meter Information page in the module of 

Register Customer. Please refer to instruction of same item in section 3.3 
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4.3 Add Meter Contract 

 

Add Meter Contract module is used to add new meter contract under the customer.  

Note that, through Register Customer module can add many units of meter under the customer, It 

is only at the time when opening account. After bill checked, information in Register Customer 

module is not allowed to modify. If need to install more meters, it can add new meter contract in 

this module.  

Click enquiry button  in right side of Customer Code menu. Choose added meter customer in 

new window. Then click   in right side of  meter serial No..Choosing new meter No. in new 

window, the system will call-out related information. Click save button  to finish this 

operation. 

If adding new meter contract, it may collect register charge. Please refer to instruction on register 

charge. Other item instruction, please to see instruction of same item in section 3.3 
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4.4 Cancel Meter Contract 

 

Cancel Meter Contract module is used to cancel meter contract of customer. 

If customer’s meter will not be used any more, it can cancel meter contract in this module. The 

meter cancelled contract is not allowed to do power vending.  

The same customer may install many units of meters. When cancelling the meter contract, please 

note to check meter No. 

Click enquiry button  in right side of Customer Code menu. Choose customer needed to 

cancel contract in new window. Then click   in right side of  meter serial No..Choosing 

meter No. in new window, the system will call-out related information. Click save button  

to finish this operation. 

The content of this module is same as that of Customer Meter Information page in the module of 

Register Customer. Please refer to instruction of same item in section 3.3 
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4.5 Token Cancel 

 

   Token Cancel module is to cancel expired or customer waived Token code. After decreasing 

charge fee, balance amount of Token Code will be repaid to the customer.   

 Bill No.: Token Cancel bill No. If set up Token Cancel Bill by automatic generation methods 

in the module of 【Auto-Generate No. Setting】, then this item will be no need to input by 

hand. On the other hand, if without setting the automatically derivation code, the operator has 

to manually input. Click enquiry button  to check finished Token Cancel records.  

 Token: For the Token need to be cancelled T, input it by manual. The system will do enquiry 

the Token code and call-out related power vending record of this Token.  

 Worker Name: Name of the operator. The name of the operator doing operation for customer 

meter at site.  

 0 Energy Token: If cancelled Token is still not expired. It needs to input 0 energy Token into 

the meter to make it expired. When the system calls out the related power vending records of 

this Token, click 【Generate Token】 button to generate 0  energy Token. 

 Cancel Charge: Cancel Token Charge. Token Cancel charge collection is decided by 

customer type. The charge amount is decided by module of Charge Item Maintenance. Please 

refer to section 2.2 and 2.3. 

 Return Amount: Return amount to customer. Return Amount = Amount - Cancel Charge。 

 

Other display information is power vending records which is called out by the system. It is just 
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for reference. Please refer to instruction on same item in Power vending module of section 3.3 . 

After confirming above information, click  button to finish operation. Then the system will 

display Token Cancel bill as follows. 

 

 

 

4.6 Replace Meter 

 

Replace Meter module is used for meter replacement of customer. 
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This module will replace customer meter information, record replacing reason and collect related 

charge. It is one part of the whole meter replacement flow. Power company also needs to arrange 

the operator to replace meter for the customer at site.  

a)  Base information of replace meter bill is in the upper part of interface.  

 Bill No.: Bill serial No. If set up Replace Meter Bill by automatic generation methods in the 

module of 【Auto-Generate No. Setting】, then this item will be no need to input by hand. On 

the other hand, if without setting the automatically derivation code, the operator has to 

manually input. Click enquiry button  to check finished Replace Meter records. 

 Replace Reason: Replace reason. The option is sourcing from definition of Meter 

Replacement Reason module. The replace charge has the relation with replace reason. As for 

replace reason, please refer to section 2.4. 

 Date: The date of power vending. The default is current date. It is not allowed to modify by 

hand here.  

 Old Meter Serial No.: Click  button to display enquiry interface. Choosing old meter of 

customer in new window.  

 Remainder Amount: Remainder amount of old meter. It can input by manual. In general, 

remainder energy can be checked by LCD. If it is not possible to know remainder energy by 

LCD, the parties can fill the value into the item by discussing. Input remainder energy into 

the new meter by Token code. 

 Old Meter Status: There are two options to choose, Scrap and Maintenance 

 Remark: If need, remark in this item. 

 Worker Name: Worker name. Name of operator doing operation for client at sit. 

 Token: If inputting remainder energy value in the item of 【Remainder Amount】, when 

saving replace meter bill, the system will generate Token code. Input this Token code into the 

new meter to get remainder energy.  

 New Meter Serial No.: New meter serial No. Click  button to display enquiry interface. 

Choose customer new meter in the new window. The content is sourcing from 【For Meter 

Installation】of module 【Meter Stock Out】 

 Ratio: In 【Meter Model】module, it records the ratio of the meter, and in 【Meter Stock In】 

module, it confirms the related meter model, so the meter model will associate with the ratio. 

When the meter model chosen in this page, system will quote the related ratio, while the ratio 

can also be set by hand. More about ratio please refer to 1.8. 

 Checked: Check status symbol. It is used to confirm if replace meter bill has been checked. 

Please refer to instruction on Checked in section 3.1  
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b)  In the middle part of the interface, it is the customer’s old meter information. 

 
After choosing the old meter serial No. in the item of 【Old Meter Serial No.】, the system will 

call-out related information of old meter. The information is for reference and not allowed to 

modify.  

 

c)  Replace meter charge information is in the bottom of interface. 

 

Different from other charge, replace meter charge is decided by replace reason. Please refer to 

instruction on replace reason in section 2.4  

 Net Amount: Net amount. The amount paid by customer for this replace meter.  

 Payment: Payment term. The option content is defined by Payment Term module. 

 Bank: Bank name of customer. When payment term is Cheque or Credit Card type, it will be 

used. The option content is sourced from definition of Bank Maintenance module. 

 Cheque No.: When payment term is Cheque, it is needed to input Cheque No.  

 Cash: It can input real paying amount here. 

 Change: If real paying amount is more than replace meter charge, it will display balance 

amount here.  

d)  After confirming above information, click   button to finish operation. The system will 

display replace meter bill of this time. 
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4.7 Meter Payment Change 

 

Meter Payment Change module is used to change the pay type of meter of customer. 

Check if the meter of customer have new pay type function before changing. 

Click the button at the right of Customer Code, it will display the enquiry interface. Choose 

the customer who need to change the pay type, and find the related meter. After choosing the 

newly need pay type, click 【Pay Type Change】. 

Changing the meter type may have the following charges: 
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 Prearrange Amount: To avoid that the power get off due to no amount in the meter, when the 

pay type switches from after pay to prepaid, the prearrange amount will be used. The 

prearrange amount will be charged at the next energy purchasing after pay type successfully 

be changed. More please refer to section 2.3. 

 Receivable Amount: When the pay type switches from after pay to prepaid, the system will 

record the unpaid amount of the meter at after type, in other word that is the customer’s 

electricity debt. The receivable amount will be charged at the next energy purchasing after 

pay type successfully be changed, the charge way is decreasing the equivalent of power 

vending amount. 

 Remain Amount: When the pay type switches from prepaid type to after type, the system will 

record the amount as the remain amount, that is the amount should be returned to customer. 

The remain amount will be returned at the next energy purchasing after pay type successfully 

be changed, the charge way is decreasing the equivalent of Net Amount(the total amount 

charged when customer purchase electricity.) 

4.8 Meter Password Change 

 

Meter Password Change module is used to remotely change the operator password of the meter.  

The password is not need when meter reading, but it is required when operate the meter like 

“inputting”, and the higher operating level, the higher level of the password. 

 Choose the related meter which need to change the password at the left side of the tree list 

interface. The tree list has three layers, the first layer is the Communication Monitor 
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Computer, and the second is RTU or GPRS module, and the third is the meter. The clicked 

object is the selected task object, if directly click the Communication Monitor Computer, it 

means that all the meters under the Communication Monitor Computer are the task object. It 

is the same meaning if click the RTU. 

 

 LN Level: The level of the password, find the password need to be changed in the drop-down 

menu. The module can change the password from Class 1 to Class 3.  

 New Password: Enter new password. 

 Confirm Password: Confirm the entered new password. 

 Setting: Above information are checked, click setting button to save. 

4.9 Backup Database 

 

Backup Database module is used for backup database to the specified path, and upload to the 

specified FTP server. The data are saved in form of BAK file. The file name includes of backup 

data and time information for different backup file distinguish.  

The backup database has two steps: 

 Backup to the specified path of database. Finish definition of saving route. 

 Backup to specified FTP server. It is needed to input FTP server connecting information.  

Note that, if FTP server connecting information is error to input or not to input, the database will 

only backup under the route of current computer.  
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4.10 Restore Database 

 

Restore Database module is used to backup restore database. 

Find needed restore bak file and click【OK】 button. 

Note that, when doing restore database, it should stop all operation. After finishing restore 

database, the system will be needed to reset.   

 

 

5 Report 

    There are some common reports in the Report menu, including functions like enquiry, 

preview, print and output. It is convenient to check and count. 

 

    Before introducing every report, please firstly go through the common rules of this system 

report: 

 All the reports have enquiry condition. In the scope of defined condition, if the begin and end 

conditions have not been inputted, the alternative condition of this item would be the whole 

scope. 

 Only inputting the begin condition, the alternative condition of this item will be equal to or 
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more than inputting begin condition. 

 Only inputting the end condition, the alternative condition of this item will be equal to or less 

than inputting end condition. 

 After setting up the definition of enquiry condition, click  button to preview the result. 

The preview interface is the same as the bill interface mentioned above. The operation way is 

the same. Please refer to instruction on bill interface in section 3.3. 

 

5.1 Meter Status Report 

 

Meter Status Report module is used to check the meter status, providing convenience for 

Power Company to know about the whole meter circumstance. 

 Using Status：Using status of the meter. 

★Using：Meter under using. 

★In Warehouse：Meter in the warehouse. 

 Report Type：Report type. 

★Detail Report: The report result display in details. 

★Summary Report：The report result display in summary. 

 Summary By：The arrangement of summary report. When the report type is a summary report, 

click the pull-down menu and there comes three options: meter model，using status and meter 
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status.  

    After setting up the definition of enquiry condition, click  button to preview the result 

as follows. 
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5.2 Forecast Report Of Expire Meter 

 

    This module is used to check the meters which are close to expired. It can help the Power 

Company knowing about the circumstances of the meters and taking corresponding measures. 

 Day(s)：Define the time range of expire date. For example, “120” in above picture means 

checking meters which are within 120 days to expire date. 

 Include Overdue Meter：Check in the box to get result including the expired meters. 
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5.3 Power Vending Report 

 
Power-Vending Report module is used to check power vending information, providing 

convenience for Power Company to count power vending transaction data. 
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5.4 Abnormality Power-Purchase Report 

 

    Abnormality Power-Purchase Report module is used to check clients who have not purchased 

power for a long time. These clients are suspected of tamper. The Power Company can arrange 

workers to check circuit and meter at site. 

 Day(s)：Define the time range of not purchasing power. For example, “60” in above picture 

means to check clients who have not purchased power equal to or more than 60 days. 
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5.5 Token Enquiry Report 

 

    Token Enquiry Report module is used to check Token information when the client purchasing 

power. 
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5.6 Customer Information Report 

 

Customer Information Report module is used to check customer information, including 

general information of the customer and meter installing information. 
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5.7 Engineering Token Report 

 

Engineering Token Report module is used to check generating record of engineering Token. 

Please refer to instruction on engineering Token in section 3.6  

 

5.8 Login Log Report 
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Login Log Report module is used to check login log record of the operator.  

 

5.9 Meter Key Report 

 
   Meter Key Report module is used to check meter key information.  
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5.10 Energy Report 

 

Energy report module is used to check the information of electric energy. 
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5.11 Curve Report 

 
The Curve Report module is used to check the information of designated record and 

displayed in two-dimensional diagram. 

5.12 Alarm Event Report 

 

The Alarm Event module is used to check the alarm event record. 
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5.13 Month Power Report 

 

The Month Power Report module is used to check the client’s monthly consumption of 

power. 

6 Statistics & Analysis 

The modules under 【Statistics & Analysis】menu is used to make statistics and analysis of  

line, transformer and related data of meters. 
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6.1 Line Loss Analysis Of Line 

 

This module is used to make statistics and analysis of the line loss. 

This module has two pages. As showing above, the【Info. Of Line】page is used to make 

monthly, seasonally and yearly line loss statistics of designated lines. 

Input the line code and click the  button to choose the line. Or you can use mouse to 

designate the line which in need of line loss check. Set the counting time, click 【Statistics】and 

input 【Supply Energy】in the new window, then the system will count the line loss statistics of the 

designated line. 

If more historical statistics are needed to look through, we can operate in 【Browse Of Line 

Loss】page as below: 
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Combining the line loss statistics from the【Info. Of Line】page and the historical statistic 

recorded in the system, the 【Browse Of Line Loss】page can browse, compare and analysis the 

line loss statistics in multiple time extents and display in diagrams and sheets. 

6.2 Line Loss Analysis Of Area 

 

This module is used to make line loss statistics and analysis of the transformer power supply 

area. 

This module has two pages. As showing above, the【Info. Of Area】page is used to make 

monthly, seasonally and yearly line loss statistics of designated transformer power supply area. 
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Input the area code and click the  button to choose the transformer. Or you can use 

mouse to designate the transformer which in need of line loss check. Set up the counting time, 

click 【Statistics】and input 【Supply Energy】in the new window, then the system will count the 

line loss statistics of the designated area. 

If more historical statistics are needed to look through, we can operate in 【Browse Of Line 

Loss】page as below: 

 

Combining the line loss statistics from the 【Info. Of Area】page and the historical statistic 

recorded in the system, the 【Browse Of Line Loss】page can browse, compare and analysis the 

line loss statistics in multiple time extents and display in diagrams and sheets. 
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6.3 Energy Statistics 

 

This module is used to make energy statistics of the meter, including statistics of combination 

of active energy, forward active energy and reverse active energy. 

This module has two pages. As showing above, the【Info. Of Customer And Meter】page is 

used to define the condition information of statistics such as the data of meter, the data of energy 

and the times etc. 

Use mouse to designate the meter which in need of the statistics. If there is too much meter 

information on the page, input the meter code at the right side and then click  button to choose 

the meter. Check in the boxes of the energy statistics which are will be counted in the list tree, set 

up the counting time and click the【Statistics】button, the result will be displayed in 【Browse Of 

Energy Statistics】page as follow: 

 

The energy statistics counted in this page can be previewed, printed and exported. 
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7 System Function 

Besides the business function, there are also some auxiliary system function modules under 

the【System Function】menu. 

 

 

7.1 Change Password 

 

Change Password module is used to modify current password of login operator. 

When changing the password, it needs to input the old password once and new password 

twice. If inputting the old password with error or inputting new password differently in two times, 

the password can not be changed. 
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7.2 Lock Screen 

 

When the operator leaves temporarily during the work, Lock Screen function can be used. 

When the screen is locked, all system modules are not allowed to visit or operate. The system 

would be recovered to use after correctly inputting the current operator’s password. 

7.3 Server Config 
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This module is used to set up the connecting parameters between the client system and the 

application server, the client system and the communication monitor computer. 

 Server IP（Upper layer）：IP address of the upper layer application server. 

 Port No. （Upper layer）：Communication port between client system and application server. 

The Port No. should be kept the same as the Port No. of the application server program

【Server Config】. If the two Port No. are different, the system will not operate normally. 

Please refer to instruction on Starting application server program in section 4.1 

 Server IP（Bottom layer）：IP address of the bottom layer application server. 

 Port No.（Bottom layer）：The communication port between server system and the bottom 

layer application server. 

 

7.4 Skins 

Skins is a personalized function. The operator can change power vending system skins with 

personal preferences. 

 

As showing above, Click 、 、  button to preview and choose skins. 

7.5 Language 

This function is used to shift language of the system interface. 

 

It supports Chinese and English at present. More languages will be added if necessary. 

7.6 About 

Click【About】to check relevant information of this system. 
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7.7 Exit System 

 

Click and exit the system. 
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� Appendix：Simple client power vending program 

 

The interface of simple client power vending program (Star POS) is showing as above, it has 

the same 【System Function】menu as the full version system. 

The major function of simple client power vending program is power vending, featured with 

simplified power vending process. Including the process as follows, input the Serial No., select 

【Default Amount】 button which set in advance or input the amount manually, choose the 

method of payment and click the【Vend】button. For more instruction about 【Default Amount】, 

please refer to section 1.9. 

 Meter Serial No.：The serial no. of the client meter. It needs input manually. 

 Prepayment：Type of power vending. Check in the box means the current meter is the 

prepayment type, without check means the meter is post payment type. The check mark is 

determined by 【Meter Model】 and it can not be chosen or canceled manually in this 

interface. For more instruction about 【Meter Model】, please refer to section1.8.  

 Amount：It is the net amount which the client should paid in current power vending，the 

operator can either click the 【Default Amount】 shortcut button or through manual operation 

to input the amount. �When the meter is a prepayment meter, the system will automatically 

calculate the power vending amount based on the inputted net amount; �When the meter is a 

post payment meter, the system will find out the frozen amount as the power vending 

amount. 
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 Paid：The client’s actual payment amount can be inputted here. 

 Change：If the actual payment amount exceeds the net amount, the system will automatically 

calculate and display the change. 

 Payment Method: Items in red means selected. 

 

For more instruction about the relevant project, please refer to the full version system 

instruction in section 3.4【Power Vending】. 

 

 


